Efficacy model for antibody-mediated pre-erythrocytic malaria vaccines
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Antibodies to the pre-erythrocytic antigens, circumsporozoite protein (CSP), thrombospondin-related adhesive protein (TRAP) and liver-stage antigen 1, have been measured in field studies of semi-immune adults and shown to correlate with protection from Plasmodium falciparum infection. A mathematical model is formulated to estimate the probability of sporozoite infection as a function of antibody titres to multiple pre-erythrocytic antigens. The variation in antibody titres from field data was used to estimate the relationship between the probability of sporozoite infection per infectious mosquito bite and antibody titre. Using this relationship, we predict the effect of vaccinations that boost baseline CSP or TRAP antibody titres. Assuming the estimated relationship applies to vaccine-induced antibody titres, then single-component CSP or TRAP antibody-mediated pre-erythrocytic vaccines are likely to provide partial protection from infection, with vaccine efficacy of approximately 50 per cent depending on the magnitude of the vaccine-induced boost to antibody titres. It is possible that the addition of a TRAP component to a CSP-based vaccine such as RTS,S would provide an increase in infection-blocking efficacy of approximately 25 per cent should the problem of immunological interference between antigens be overcome.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Malaria, caused by the Plasmodium falciparum parasite, continues to pose a major public health problem with approximately one million deaths recorded each year [1], predominantly in young children in Sub-Saharan Africa. An efficacious malaria vaccine would reduce the burden of disease in the world’s most vulnerable populations.

When an infected Anopheles mosquito takes a blood meal, it inserts its proboscis into the skin or capillaries just beneath the skin. The mosquito salivates during the initial stages of feeding and a small number of Plasmodium sporozoites are inoculated, enter the bloodstream and make their way to the liver. In the liver, the sporozoite will invade a hepatocyte, shed its cytoskeleton and transform into a trophozoite. The trophozoite then undergoes schizogenic development and differentiates into approximately 20 000 merozoites [2]. Approximately 6.5 days later, hepatic merozoites enter the blood to begin the erythrocytic stage of their life cycle. Humans living in malaria endemic areas have a degree of naturally acquired pre-erythrocytic immunity [3], comprising of an antibody response to sporozoites, a cell-mediated response during liver-stage development and an immune response that clears emerging hepatic merozoites before they begin to replicate. The most promising candidate vaccine, RTS,S/AS01, currently in Phase III trials, boosts this natural pre-erythrocytic immune response [4,5].

The outcome of an infectious bite is often viewed as a binary event in which the host either does or does not develop blood-stage malaria. However, every bite can inject from 0 to 100+ sporozoites [6,7], with the probability of blood-stage infection increasing for larger doses. Sporozoites that have been deposited in the skin or capillaries will remain at the injection site for up to an hour before trickling into the blood stream and migrating to the liver [8,9]. Sporozoites are susceptible to antibody opsonization from immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies, recognizing sporozoite antigens at any stage in this journey [10].

Antibodies to the pre-erythrocytic antigens, circumsporozoite protein (CSP), thrombospondin-related adhesive protein (TRAP) and liver-stage antigen 1 (LSA-1), have been shown to correlate with protection from P. falciparum infection in field studies [11–13].
CSP covers the entire surface of the sporozoite and is found on the plasma membrane of liver-stage parasites [14]. Antibodies to CSP immobilize sporozoites and inhibit parasite invasion of hepatocytes [15]. TRAP is found primarily within the sporozoite’s micronemes and on the sporozoite surface [16]. Antibodies to TRAP inhibit sporozoite gliding motility [17] and hepatocyte invasion [18]; however, there is some evidence to suggest that TRAP antibodies do not inhibit sporozoite infectivity in vivo [19]. LSA-1 is expressed soon after the sporozoite invades the hepatocyte in the liver [20]. As LSA-1 is only expressed inside the hepatocyte, which antibodies are unable to access, LSA-1 antibodies are not expected to provide protection from infection although LSA-1 is a likely target of cell-mediated immunity [20]. As pre-erythrocytic antibodies are directed at different aspects of sporozoite biology, they are likely to interact cooperatively in the prevention of infection.

John et al. [11] demonstrated a significant correlation between titres to the pre-erythrocytic antibodies CSP, TRAP and LSA-1 and protection from infection. Individuals with titres to all three antibodies above a cut-off of 2 arbitrary units (AU) were found to have a reduced risk of infection of 0.43 (95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.23–0.80) compared with individuals with low antibody titres. Here, we develop a mathematical model to characterize the relationship between pre-erythrocytic antibody levels and the probability of infection per infectious bite based on these data. This relationship is then used to explore the efficacy of antibody-boosting vaccines based on combinations of the antigens CSP and TRAP.

2. METHODS
(a) Data
We analysed data on IgG antibody titres to CSP, TRAP and LSA-1, as well as the blood-stage antigens apical membrane antigen-1 (AMA-1), erythrocyte binding antigen-175 (EBA-175) and merozoite surface protein-1 (MSP-1), and time to re-infection with P. falciparum, from a study of 68 adults conducted in Kanyawegi, Nyanza Province, Kenya, from August to December 2001. Approval for this study was obtained from the Ethical Review Board for the Kenya Medical Research Institute and University Hospitals of Cleveland at Case Western Reserve University. Full details of the trial can be found in John et al. [11]. In brief, the population of Kanyawegi is approximately 3500 and is located in a malaria-endemic region with an approximate entomological inoculation rate (EIR) of 120 infectious bites per person per year [21]. Individuals agreeing to participate were given quinine for 5 days and doxycycline for 7 days to clear parasitaemia, and then followed for malaria infection by microscopic inspection of blood smears obtained weekly for 14 weeks. Plasmodium falciparum infection was confirmed by polymerase chain reaction. Individuals who missed more than two weeks of blood smear testing were included in analysis up to the time of their last blood smear. Blood for laboratory studies to measure antibody titres was obtained by venepuncture prior to anti-malarial treatment. Antibody titres were measured in AU. The IgG antibody titres to CSP, TRAP and LSA-1 were approximately lognormally distributed with mean and standard deviation of 6.83 (5.54) AU, 4.80 (4.31) AU and 8.60 (12.34) AU, respectively.

(b) Probability of infection per infectious bite
Data from experiments by Beier et al. [6,7] suggest that the number of sporozoites injected per bite follows an approximately geometric distribution with arithmetic mean 10 and range 0–100+. For an infectious bite to progress to blood-stage malaria, just one sporozoite must evade the pre-erythrocytic immune response. Denote the probability that a single sporozoite causes blood-stage malaria infection by \( p_1 = r \). If sporozoites from an infectious bite act independently, the probability that \( k \) sporozoites cause blood-stage malaria is \( p_k = 1 - (1 - r)^k \). If the distribution of the number of sporozoites per bite follows a geometric distribution with mean \( n \), then the probability that \( k \) sporozoites will be injected is

\[
\left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{k-1} \frac{1}{n}.
\]

Thus the probability that a bite will cause blood-stage malaria infection, \( b \), is

\[
b = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{k-1} \frac{1}{n} - (1 - r)^n = \frac{nr}{(n-1)r+1}.
\]

(c) Dose–response curves
We assumed that IgG antibodies to each of the CSP, TRAP and LSA-1 antigens will induce the opsonization and phagocytosis of invading sporozoites as they make their way from the skin to the liver, and hence antibody titres constitute a correlate of risk [22], with higher titres reducing the probability of infection. The relationship between IgG antibody titre and the probability of a sporozoite evading the associated immune response is modelled using a dose–response curve. These fall into two qualitatively different categories: (i) convex, where increases in dose lead to reduced increases in response; and (ii) threshold, where the antibody response has a significant effect only once a threshold dose has been reached (figure 1). A convex dose–response will result in leaky immunity and a threshold dose–response will give rise to all-or-nothing immunity.

Let \( x_0 \) be the IgG antibody titre to antigen \( j \) in individual \( i \). Let \( r_0 \) be the probability that a sporozoite survives the immune response to antigen \( j \). For a Hill function, dose–response in individual \( i \) with antibody titre to antigen \( j \) of \( x_0 \), the probability that a sporozoite evades that antibody’s immune response is

\[
r_0 = \frac{1}{1 + (x_0/\beta_j)^a_j},
\]

where \( \beta_j \) is the antibody titre that reduces the probability of sporozoite infection by half and \( a_j \) is a shape parameter. \( a_j \leq 1 \) gives a convex dose–response curve and \( a_j > 1 \) gives a threshold dose–response curve. For an exponential dose–response in individual \( i \), the probability that a sporozoite evades the immune response to antibody \( j \) is

\[
r_0 = e^{-x_0 \log(2)/\beta_j},
\]

where \( \beta_j \) is the antibody titre that reduces the probability of sporozoite infection by half. An exponential function is always convex.

(d) Pre-erythrocytic immune response
For a sporozoite to successfully evade the pre-erythrocytic immune response, it must survive the attack from each of the different antibodies and the cell-mediated immune response. Following the approach of Saul et al. [23,24], we
Figure 1. Example dose–response curves. Dose–response curves for the probability of sporozoite survival as a function of IgG antibody titre. The solid and dashed curves depict a convex dose–response relationship where the antibody is effective even at low levels. The dotted curve depicts a threshold dose–response curve where the antibody only becomes effective once a threshold has been reached. Solid line, exponential; dashed line, convex Hill; dotted line, threshold Hill.

assume each immune response is independent of the others so that \( r_i = r_0 \cdot \text{CSP} \cdot \text{TRAP} \cdot \text{LSA} \), where \( r_0 \) is the probability of a sporozoite evading the cell-mediated immune response. An alternative model incorporating interactions was also considered (see the electronic supplementary material). The probability that a bite from an infectious mosquito causes blood-stage infection is therefore

\[
\frac{b_i}{p_i} = \frac{mx}{(n - 1)ri + 1}.
\]

Given a constant EIR \( e \) and infection probability \( b_i \), the probability that individual \( i \) will have developed blood-stage infection by time \( t \) will be \( I(t) = 1 - e^{-eb(t-te)} \), where \( t_L = 10 \) days is the time between sporozoite inoculation and the appearance of detectable blood-stage parasites.

(c) Parameter estimation

The parameters \( a, \beta \) and \( r_0 \) were estimated by fitting this model to the data on time to re-infection using maximum-likelihood methods. The data used are the antibody titres \( x = (x_{\text{CSP}}, x_{\text{TRAP}}, x_{\text{LSA}}) \), and the time to re-infection or final censoring \( t \). For individuals infected in the trial, the likelihood of them developing infection at time \( t_i \) is \( eb_i e^{-eb(t-te)} \) while for those censored at time \( t_i \), the likelihood of remaining free from infection is \( e^{-eb(t-te)} \). If individuals \((1, \ldots, m)\) become infected and individuals \((m+1, \ldots, n)\) are censored, the data likelihood is

\[
L(a, \beta, r_0 | x, t) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} eb_i e^{-eb(t-te)} \prod_{i=m+1}^{n} e^{-eb(t-te)}
\]

Model fits were compared using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). For the model parameters, 95 per cent CI were estimated by calculating the inverse hessian of the log-likelihood surface at the maximum-likelihood estimate. When fitting the model using Hill functions, an exponential function was retained for the LSA-1 dose–response curve as this was better able to model the low level of protection offered by LSA-1 antibodies. In the model described here, the pre-erythrocytic immune response is directed towards sporozoites, with the assumption that individual sporozoites act independently of each other. A model where the immune response was directed towards the infectious bite as a whole was also fitted. This gave an inferior fit to the data and predicted similar results to the sporozoite model, but it was not possible to distinguish between the two assumptions with the available data.

(6) Infection probability of humans

Let \( x_i \) be the vector of antibody titres from study participant \( i \) and assume that each data point \( x_i \) is sampled from a multivariate lognormal distribution. Then, \( y = \log(x) \) follows the distribution

\[
\varphi(y) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{1/2} \det(V)^{1/2}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (y - \mu)^T V^{-1} (y - \mu) \right),
\]

where \( \mu = \text{mean} (\log(x_i)) \) is the mean of the observed log antibody titres, and \( V \) is the covariance matrix of the data. The mean infectivity \( b_{\text{base}} \) is obtained by integrating over the range of all possible titres to the three antibodies.

\[
b_{\text{base}} = \int_R b(y) \varphi(y) \, dy,
\]

where \( b(y) \) is the infection probability given log antibody titre \( y \).

(g) Antibody-boosting pre-erythrocytic vaccination

If antibody titres to antigen \( j \) in a population are lognormally distributed before vaccination, \( x_j \sim N(\mu_{\text{base}}, V_{\text{beta}}) \), then the mean antibody titre is

\[
\mu_{\text{base}} = \mu_{\text{base}} + V_{\text{beta}}^{1/2}.
\]

Assume that vaccination will boost the antibody titres so that they are lognormally distributed about a higher mean, \( x_j \sim N(\mu_{\text{boost}}, V_{\beta}) \), with \( \mu_{\text{boost}} > \mu_{\text{base}} \). The mean antibody titre after vaccination is then

\[
\mu_{\text{boost}} = \mu_{\text{base}} + V_{\text{beta}}^{1/2}.
\]

The mean vaccine-induced antibody boost is, therefore,

\[
\Delta \mu_{\text{boost}} = \mu_{\text{boost}} - \mu_{\text{base}} = V_{\beta}^{1/2} (e^{\mu_{\text{base}}} - e^{\mu_{\text{base}}}).
\]

Hence, the log antibody titres of the vaccinated population are normally distributed with a mean of \( \mu_{\text{vac}} \) and variance matrix \( V \).

\[
\varphi_{\text{vac}}(y) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{1/2} \det(V)^{1/2}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (y - \mu_{\text{vac}})^T V^{-1} (y - \mu_{\text{vac}}) \right).
\]

The probability that a vaccinated person will become infected after a bite from an infectious mosquito is

\[
b_{\text{vac}} = \int_R b(y) \varphi_{\text{vac}}(y) \, dy,
\]
Table 1. Maximum-likelihood estimates (MLE) for dose–response curve parameters (α, β) for each of the antibodies CSP, TRAP and LSA-1, and the probability of sporozoite survival in the absence of antibodies (r0). (The exponential dose–response model provides the most parsimonious fit based on the AIC.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dose–response curve</th>
<th>MLE parameter estimates (95% CI)</th>
<th>model fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exponential</td>
<td>0.011 (0.005–0.017) 13.07 (0–27.96) 11.64 (0–27.75) 9085.91 (0–192 936)</td>
<td>— — — — — 223.7 455.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Hill function       | 0.010 (0.000–0.033) 20.30 (0–274.3) 6.51 (0–49.3) 7777 (0–177 461) 96.2 (0–177 461) 0.77 (0–8667) | 0.011 (95% CI, 0.004–0.017). This captures the failure of a sporozoite to initiate blood-stage infection owing to cell-mediated immunity, chance (e.g. migrating to tissues other than the liver) and the possibility that inoculated sporozoites are immature or damaged [25]. There is expected to be a significant cell-mediated immune response directed at liver-stage parasites as the data were collected from semi-immune adults in a region of stable malaria transmission.

3. RESULTS

(a) Relationship between antibody titre and probability of infection

The exponential dose–response curves provided a better and more parsimonious fit than the Hill function dose–response curves (table 1). The fitted dose–response curves for CSP and TRAP indicate that increased antibody titres will provide increased protection against sporozoite infection (figure 2). By contrast, and in accordance with biological expectations, the fitted dose–response curve for LSA-1 indicates no significant role for anti-LSA-1 antibodies in protection from infection.

In the absence of any antibody response, we estimated the probability of sporozoite survival r0 = 0.011 (95% CI, 0.004–0.017). This value is close to the mean TRAP titre of 0.012–0.017. This captures the failure of a sporozoite to initiate blood-stage infection owing to cell-mediated immunity, chance (e.g. migrating to tissues other than the liver) and the possibility that inoculated sporozoites are immature or damaged [25]. There is expected to be a significant cell-mediated immune response directed at liver-stage parasites as the data were collected from semi-immune adults in a region of stable malaria transmission.

(b) Probability of infection per infectious bite

We estimate the mean probability of infection per infectious bite for this population to be b = 0.056, which is in good agreement with the previously published values of 0.012–0.086 [26] and 0.05–0.13 [27] for semi-immune adults in areas of intense malaria exposure. Figure 3 shows the estimated distribution of infection probability. Note that this variation is only owing to variation in the IgG antibody titres as we assume the cell-mediated immune response is constant. The maximum infection probability is b = 0.09, corresponding to the case of a person with very low IgG antibody titres and an average cell-mediated immune response.

(c) Pre-erythrocytic vaccination

The maximum CSP antibody titre observed in the study by John et al. [11] was 27 AU, four times the mean CSP titre. A vaccine that boosts average CSP antibody titres above the baseline titre by this amount would have a predicted efficacy (VE) of 0.47 (figure 4), assuming that the parameters estimated for the protection associated with naturally acquired antibody levels also apply to vaccine-induced antibodies. The maximum TRAP antibody titre observed in the study was 22 AU, 4.5 times the mean TRAP titre. A vaccine that boosts average TRAP antibody titres by this amount would have a predicted efficacy of 0.52 (figure 4). A multi-component vaccine combining CSP and TRAP is predicted to give an increase in efficacy of approximately 25 per cent over a single-component vaccine, with a predicted VE of 0.75 for a vaccine that gives a boost equal to the maximum CSP and TRAP antibody titres observed in the study (figure 4).

(d) Vaccine efficacy in different transmission settings

People living in a region of intense exposure to malaria will have a high baseline level of IgG antibodies. The benefit of a pre-erythrocytic vaccine that gives an antibody boost to a partially immune individual is likely to depend on the vaccinee’s baseline antibody level, as the relative increase in antibody levels owing to boosting by vaccination may be highest in those people with a low baseline antibody level. Therefore, when comparing the measured efficacy of a vaccine given in adults between regions of high and low malaria transmission, higher efficacy may be observed in the region of low transmission.

Using our model, the estimated additional efficacy over and above that already provided by naturally acquired immunity is observed to decrease monotonically as transmission intensity is increased (figure 5). This result highlights the fact that if trials are undertaken in semi-immune adults with high baseline antibody titres, then the measured efficacy in terms of the proportion of infections averted could be lower than the efficacy measured in a population with lower baseline titres.

4. DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate a clear dose–response relationship between titres of antibodies to two of the pre-erythrocytic antigens, CSP and TRAP, and time to re-infection with P. falciparum. By contrast, we did not observe such a relationship between antibody titres for LSA-1 and time to re-infection. This is biologically plausible given that LSA-1 antigens are only expressed inside hepatocytes in the liver, where they are inaccessible to antibodies; the presence of these functionally redundant LSA-1 antibodies in the blood is probably owing to immune recognition of the remains of eliminated parasites. The apparent correlation between LSA-1
antibody titres and protection from infection observed in field studies [11,12] is therefore probably owing to the correlation between anti-LSA-1 titres and titres of other effective pre-erythrocytic antibodies.

Despite the importance of the infection-blocking immune response, it is unclear whether it is primarily mediated by immune responses directed against sporozoites in the skin and liver, by a blood-stage response that clears emerging hepatic merozoites before replication, or by a blood-stage response that suppresses parasite density below detectable levels. The prevalence and titre of pre-erythrocytic and blood-stage antibodies are likely to be correlated with exposure to malaria, and hence with each other. We tested for such associations in our data by calculating the correlations between the pre-erythrocytic antibodies CSP, TRAP and LSA-1 and the blood-stage antibodies AMA-1, EBA-175 and MSP-1 (see the electronic supplementary material). Anti-CSP titres were not significantly correlated with other antibody titres, suggesting that CSP has a genuine role in protection.
from infection, although it is possible that some of the immune response is not mediated through the antibodies considered. Conversely, anti-TRAP titres were found to be highly correlated with anti-AMA-1 and anti-LSA-1 titres. Although AMA-1 is usually thought of as a blood-stage antigen, there is evidence that AMA-1 is expressed together with TRAP in the sporozoite micronemes during hepatocyte invasion [28]. Therefore, anti-TRAP-associated infection-blocking activity could be owing to either direct anti-TRAP mediated inhibition of hepatocyte invasion, combined anti-TRAP and anti-AMA-1 inhibition of hepatocyte invasion or simply reflect anti-AMA-1 mediated clearance of blood-stage parasites.

Several studies, including this one, have observed a role for naturally acquired pre-erythrocytic antibodies [12,13] and naturally acquired cell-mediated immune responses [29] in preventing P. falciparum infection, although this association has not been observed in all studies [30]. On the other hand, some studies have concluded that pre-erythrocytic antibodies simply act as markers of exposure [31, 32], with protection from infection being mediated by correlated blood-stage immune responses. Moreover, studies showing significant correlation between presence of parasitaemia before treatment and extended time to re-infection [33], or to symptomatic disease [34], suggest that blood-stage antibodies induced by previous infections are able to prevent subsequent infections. However, the observation that vaccine-induced pre-erythrocytic immune responses can prevent sporozoite infection [35,36] provides strong evidence for the hypothesis that naturally acquired immune responses against the sporozoite prevent infection and are not just a marker for exposure.

Our model predicts that both CSP and TRAP-based malaria vaccines should be efficacious vaccine candidates. The most advanced candidate malaria vaccine, RTS,S, is a pre-erythrocytic CSP-based sub-unit vaccine. Phase II trials of RTS,S/AS have demonstrated significant efficacy against time to first infection across all ages [4,37,38]. The principal component of RTS,S is the circumsporozoite antigen that induces high anti-CSP IgG antibody titres [10,36,39] and moderate CSP-specific T-cell responses [36,40,41] in vaccinated humans. Phase II trials have confirmed an association between anti-CSP IgG antibody titre and protection from malaria infection. However, protection from P. falciparum infection owing to ME-TRAP is associated with high levels of interferon-γ secreting T-cells [47], rather than IgG antibody titres, which were not explicitly included in our model.

Our results suggest that a multi-component vaccine expressing both CSP and TRAP antigens could give an increase in efficacy of approximately 25 per cent over a single-component vaccine. A multi-component RTS,S/TRAP/AS02 vaccine has been trialled [45] but proved less efficacious than RTS,S/AS02 alone, possibly owing to immunological interference between the antigens. Despite this, considerable progress is being made in the development of a sub-unit pre-erythrocytic vaccine based on the TRAP sporozoite antigen. ME-TRAP, a heterologous prime-boost vaccine encoding the TRAP antigen and a string of T-cell epitopes from various pre-erythrocytic antigens, offered 10 per cent efficacy against infection in Gambian adults in a Phase II trial [46]. However, protection from P. falciparum infection owing to ME-TRAP is associated with high levels of interferon-γ secreting T-cells [47], rather than IgG antibody titres, which were not explicitly included in our model. One limitation of our current model is the assumption that non-antibody mechanisms of protection such as cell-mediated immunity can be described by a constant factor $r_0$. This assumption will be considered further in future models.

Our model can be used to investigate properties of vaccines other than efficacy. For example, evidence from clinical trials of RTS,S indicates that it is a leaky vaccine offering partial protection to everyone [4,48]. This may be owing to the convex dose–response curve we observed linking anti-CSP IgG antibody titre with protection from malaria infection. This does not, however, exclude the possibility of a threshold existing at the antibody titres induced by RTS,S, which are an order of magnitude higher than naturally occurring titres [38]. The mechanics of sporozoite inoculation may further define vaccine type. When sporozoites are injected into the skin, they remain at the bite site for up to an hour [8,9]. Anti-sporozoite antibodies may opsonize and remove those remaining in the skin but fail to protect against those that enter the bloodstream quickly. Furthermore, the number of sporozoites injected during an infectious mosquito bite is highly variable [6,7], so a vaccine may fail to prevent infection from bites injecting a large number of sporozoites. Therefore, despite the high CSP antibody titres induced by RTS,S, some sporozoites may still invade hepatocytes in the liver and initiate blood-stage infection. A combination vaccine incorporating LSA-1 may provide added protection by reducing the probability that infected hepatocytes survive to produce viable merozoites. Even if a pre-erythrocytic vaccine fails to prevent infection, it can still provide partial protection by reducing the number of exo-erythrocytic forms in the liver [49], thus reducing the number of merozoites emerging from the liver and reducing the severity of blood-stage disease [50]. The increased efficacy against severe as compared with uncomplicated disease in Phase II trials of RTS,S may support this contention [4,5].

RTS,S is currently undergoing extensive testing in Phase III clinical trials, enrolling up to 16 000 children and infants across 11 sites in seven different African countries. Our results predict that lower efficacy may be measured in the trial sites with the highest transmission intensity. This does not mean that the vaccine will be less effective, rather, that in areas of high transmission intensity, the ratio of infections prevented by naturally
acquired pre-erythrocytic immunity (or maternally acquired antibodies) to infections prevented by vaccination will be higher than in areas of low transmission intensity. Continued sporozoite boosting in populations with higher exposure may also result in greater long-term vaccine efficacy and a need for fewer doses of vaccine.

Should RTS,S satisfy the necessary criteria to progress from Phase III trials to licensure, it will become the first fully licensed malaria vaccine. After licensure, the route to a second-generation vaccine with improved efficacy could be a multi-stage, multi-component vaccine based on RTS,S encoding a selection of pre-erythrocytic antigens such as TRAP and LSA-1, or blood-stage antigens such as AMA-1 and MSP-1 [51]. Our results suggest that if the problems of immunological interference can be overcome, the addition of a TRAP component to a CSP-based antibody-boosting vaccine could provide significant improvements in efficacy.
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